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Chapter 1


     Pauley sat on the decorative block railing out on the front gallery.  In 

spite of having been told not to countless times, he dangled his legs over 

the twelve foot drop.  He was neither happy, nor unhappy.  It was nearly 

noon and poised motionless overhead, the sun was dazzling.  Clouds like 

cotton balls were driven by the trade winds.  Their dark blue shadows on 

the water competed with the sparkling turquoise sea.  High in the hazy air 

the wind whipped these clouds smoothly and swiftly along, but no breeze 

entered the hot valley.  Nothing moved; every leaf, blade and blossom 

wilted under the heavy stillness of super-heated air.


     The best Pauley could manage on such a hot, still morning was to 
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sigh with boredom and slump back against one of the concrete pillars.


He wasn't supposed to do that either, because the white paint chalked off 

and left smudges on his clothes.


     "I don't think I care!”


     A large gecko streaked by. Its motion peculiar and jerky.  Everyday he 

saw these daring geckos stalk insects and chase each other.  Occasionally 

they would bluff at him by inflating the orange and red pouches beneath 

their heads.  This one really offered no diversion today.  Not like the one 

that each morning when he came out on the gallery, the lizard would be 

sunning itself on the old bamboo chair Pauley wanted to sit in.  He


would shoo at it; the gecko would blow back belligerently and then


stubbornly refuse to surrender its seat.  Sometimes Pauley won; 

sometimes he let the gecko win.


     Today there were snow white egrets on the front lawn, but they were


kind of casual and did not fluster easily.  They were not worth the effort to 

find and throw a stone.  These birds would only hop a few feet away, not 

start into whirling flight like the morning doves.


     Besides, his attention had been caught by a pearly-eyed thrasher,


those cloddy, dumb and dimwitted birds, and an attacking humming bird. 


Pauley was fascinated to watch the big thrasher be intimidated by the tiny 

iridescent black and green humming bird.  The thrasher had been driven 
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out of the flowering frangipani, where the humming bird nested among the 

fragrant blossoms.  The thrasher evaded the determined passes of the


midget bird.  Goliath would stand there and duck as David zoomed back 

and forth trying for a head shot.


     Pauley got an even closer view as the poor pearly-eyed thrasher


escaped to the redwood beam of the gallery roof. Its respite was brief 


and Pauley laughed out loud to see both birds disappear around the 

corner of the house as the humming bird resumed the attack.  That was a 

break in the boredom, but what now? 


     "Good morning!”


Pauley jumped up with a grin, because Mr. Urban Richardson was the


"flit man" and he always addressed Pauley as an adult.  There'd be some


bug huntin’ now!  Pauley and the house cat, Scrambles, loved to wait for


the crawlers to appear after Mr. Richardson had sprayed.  During 

September and October, the hot still time of year, the scorpions and 


centipedes were extra plentiful.  After the spraying they would come 


out of the impossibly small dark cracks and crevasses to death dance.


The poison disrupted the simple nervous system of the house invading


insects.  Scorpions and centipedes in particular would squiggle, squirm


and contort into fantastic forms on the way to their doom.  Last year


Ettienne, the caretaker, gardener and general do-it-all, had taken a small
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scorpion, encased it in clear casting plastic, afixed it to a chain and


had presented it to Pauley. It was one of Pauley's most treasured


possessions and ignoring his mom's obvious distaste, wore it around his


neck always.


     "Come on Scrambles", called Pauley, "time to go bug huntin’ again.”


     The trio took to their quest.  Mr. Richardson was dignified and reserved


with adults, but with Pauley he was a big friendly black man with startling


white hair and bright sparkling smile. And Pauley was a rather grown-up 

eight year old of whom practically every inch was deeply browned by 


Caribbean sun.  Trailing behind, but occasionally darting in front, was


Scrambles.  A jet black, half grown cat that as a very tiny kitten had vocally 

invited itself to a meal one day, and had graced the household ever since. 

She alternately pranced or stalked on four black legs with pure white 

paws.  The cat looked as if she were wearing booties to protect herself 

from pinching and stinging ends of her prey.  Actually, Scrambles preferred 

to go after the 'mahogany bugs', so-called by Mr. Richardson," . . .cause 

nobody likes cockroaches in the house, but 'mahogany bugs' theys OK." 

Scorpions and centipedes had a very nasty tendency to sting; besides, 

Scrambles and Pauley both agreed they were evil looking things. The 

scorpion, with its two pincher claws and segmented poisonous tail curled 

over its back and the centipede of shiny brown body and rhythmic legs, 
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bright glossy head and forked stinging tail were both of a satanic 

appearance.  Because he had been stung by these crawling horrors, 

Pauley knew they didn’t hurt nearly as much as the ‘jackspanas’, the very 

aggressive, unreasonably nasty wasps. Still, just the looks of scorpions 

and centipedes gave him the shivers, fun kind of shivers though.


     "Mailman Slim tole me your dad got a letter from Florida today.  A


letter from your grandad. That's the one went to Mars, ain’t it?”


     "What did the letter say Mr. Richardson, what did it say?”, blurted


Pauley without thinking.


     "Well I don't believe Slim's been authorized yet to peruse contents


of what he hauls out on delivery.  Maybe your grandad is goin' to visit


again?


     "I don't think so Mr. Richardson, because he and daddy don’t get


along too well.  One night after his last visit, when they thought I was


asleep, my mom and dad ended up fighting about him. I couldn’t sleep.


It made me scared and sad. I don't like it when they fight!” 


     "No, I guess you don't; I also guess they don't neither.  It happens


sometimes, but we can't let it get in the way of livin' for tomorrow’s


happiness.  Don't let it bother you unduly Pauley, OK?” 


     "I guess, but I don't want him here causing mom and dad to fight and 

besides, he's old and ugly and smells funny!”
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     "Your grandaddy's a smart man, and would have been a famous hero.


He's had a rough time, and that's why he looks the way he does.  I reckon


he's no older than I am." Urban grinned. "Better close your mouth son, 

you just might catch flies.”


     "You're that old?" Pauley knew immediately he had made a social


blunder, and in confusion he turned bright red.


     Unruffled, Urban dropped a strong, weathered, brown hand on Pauley’s


shoulder, and guided the boy along.  "Quite a flush you got there boy.”


Mr. Richardson laughed.  Impossibly, Pauley blushed a deeper red.


     Flustered, Pauley frowned up at the wind-driven clouds. “Better do


the outside first before it rains", he blustered, "dad says the spray


doesn't work when it rains; the poison runs away with the rainwater.”


Again, frowning up at the midday sky, Pauley asked, "Is it likely to rain


Mr. Richardson?”


     "The wind up high is right for it surely, but don't rightly think there's 

enough water in the clouds. Besides, it's too hot!”


     "Well we better hurry anyway in case the damn weather fools us.”


Pauley, in childish trepidation, looked back hoping that the grown-up


swearing had not been heard.  Bad words were not to be used around Mr.


Richardson - - even dad didn't do it.


     Urban Richardson was looking down at him contemptuously.  Very 
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very embarrassed, Pauley, wishing to forestall the a chiding lecture,


apologized.  "I'm sorry Mr. Richardson, really, it just kind of slipped out. 

Everything just sort of slips out - - really!”


      The wrinkled face, fierce with scowl and pursed mouth, frown lines 

slowly smoothed out, and behind a still serious look, Urban said with a 

smiling voice, "Time to get on with the job at hand now, don't you think?”


     "Yes Sir!”. 


     By the time Slim, the mailman appeared, the "flit man” had finished 


both the once-a-month spray job and the always offered cola.  Pauley


met Slim down at the driveway gate. 


     The boy was always surprised every time Slim pulled up with the mail.


Slim's car was so old, even older than Mr. Richardson, that Pauley thought 

it must be the oldest car on the island, if not the whole Caribbean.  It was 

a 1980 Gurgel hardtop. Slim had told him that any other make would have 

rusted to dust by now, but the Gurgel's heavy fiberglass body was 

unaffected by the salt air.  Luckily Brazil still turned out a limited supply of 

VW parts to fit.  It wasn't luck, but rather a prolonged worldwide economic 

depression that had made any design changes out of the question for the 

last thirty years or so.  Luck, however, was everything when Slim could get 

his hands on the precious few parts that made their circuitous route this 

far north and this far out of the way.
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     "Here ya go Pauley, lotsa mail and one come from Miami.  Must be


real important.”


     "Thanks Mr. Slim," Pauley absently called back over his shoulder as


he blindly wandered up the drive staring at the Miami return address.  He


didn't see Slim shrug, and he was only vaguely aware of the load sound as 

the Gurgel putted away in its usual cloud of oily exhaust.


     Any hesitance, concern or guilt over opening a letter addressed to


his father never surfaced; Pauley's problem was what to do now that he


had.  If he hid the letter then no one would know and then his


grandfather would go back to Miami if not met at the pier.  He did


not want his grandfather here. The letter was his only possible way to


prevent that unwelcome arrival; it was his only chance to stop the visit.  

With determination he wadded the letter up and stuffed it in a pocket and 

later forgot about it.
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Chapter 2


     “If it wasn’t for doing laundry today, I probably would never have found 

this letter.  Slim told me that he gave it to Pauley yesterday.  So obviously 

Pauley does not want my dad to visit.  And why do you suppose he feels 

that way?”


     “Ok, I do not like your dad.” 


     “And you have made that very clear to Pauley. ”


     "Well too darn bad!" Scott Spriggs turned away from his wife. "He only 

talks of that failed mission.  He goes on and on; he never changes a 

sentence, a word even. I've heard it so many times I could scream!” 


     When Karen Spriggs answered she did so in a soft and gentle


tone. Her face had softened too, the angry lines smoothed out and


quietly said:  "That project was the culmination and the crown of his 


career.  It was the biggest thing ever done.  Ultimately we failed and have


suffered since, but surely my father the most.  I really think you’re 


annoyed with him because it was needed so much.  But it failed, and the


whole world itself seems to be failing.  The public, so unforgiving,  


unfairly accused father because he was the commander.  It's not right


and you know it.  Pauley was too young during father's last visit to


understand; he felt the trouble between the two of you, however, and
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well - -.” 


     "Frankly Karen," Scott said after a brief hard stare, "I'd rather not


discuss it right now.  I've got to get down to the rum plant, but I 


suggest you do something with Pauley.” 


     "So I'm to be the bad guy, is that it?  And I love the way you


shuffle possessives. You mean our son, don’t you?” 


     "That's what I said," growled Scott as he angrily pushed 


from the table, grabbed his bag and strode out the front door.


     "Sometimes he does try my patience; he really does," she said


as she cleared the table with more than the ordinary clink and clatter


noise the dishes made as she stacked them too hard one upon another.  It


brought back memories of earlier times, when frustrations would build


and then abruptly boil over. The slight frown and tightening around her 


mouth hadn't changed, but in those days she would not have stacked dirty 

dishes and taken them to the kitchen. Instead, she would have been 

throwing them.  Karen had never forgotten how mad she had been that 

day and how so satisfying it was to see those plates flying.  And how 

cathartic to hear the crashes.  How incredibly foolish she had felt staring 

down at the pieces of broken china strewn across the kitchen floor.  That 

first time she had plunked down in the middle of the mess and had started 

to cry.  By the time she was ready to clean it all up, her cheeks were wet 
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with tears of laughter.  The following day Karen had bought not only the 

needed china replacements, but also a cheap set of dishes just for 

throwing.  For it offered her a means of self-cleansing, release and 

renewal.  Anger and frustration were violently, yet harmlessly vented.  The 

boys never got swatted because she needed something or someone to 

strike out at and likewise Scott never came home to undeserved and 

directionless anger.  As does water a fire, so laughter smothers the 

smoldering coals of resentment.


     Karen sadly smiled to recall how Tom could sense the impending 

explosion.  He would snatch Pauley up on the run and disappear for the 

duration.  He had been her first born, five years older than Pauley. Now 

there were just three years difference between them; Tom would never get 

any older.  She had not cried for Tom in many months, and the tears now 

were painful.  They always would be. The sadness came, then went and 

the tears stopped.


     "Oh why do I do this? First the letter business, then Tom , I can't handle 

any more today.”  The housework couldn't wait, but Pauley could. Karen 

lost her anger and sadness by burying herself in cleaning.
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Chapter 3


     


     "Karen, let's go; we'll be late.”


     "I can't find Pauley.”


     "He's probably up in the rocks. Sulking no doubt”.  Let him be, and let’s 

go.”


     Indeed, Pauley was sulking, a major pout that even a gecko’s antics 

could not erase.  Grandfather's arrival was finally here despite Pauley's 

fervent wishing that it would never happen.  Now he feared that the old 

man's visit would cause his parents to fight, maybe even divorce.  He 

wouldn't face this, and so as a way avoid the possibility, he had climbed 

the rock cliff behind the house and hid away in his secret cavern, a small 

mossy burrow created by large overhanging rock.  On the way up, slipping 

and nearly tumbling down the steep incline, Pauley had blindly grabbed 

out for a hand-hold; however, it was a cactus he had clutched, and 

although old and woody, it held enough sharp needles to pierce his hand. 

The wounds caused him to be in a doubly grubby mood now.  As the 

daylight faded, so did the pain in his hand, but not the anguish in his heart. 


     The three adults were sitting out on the front terrace, enjoying rum
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drinks, the sunset and the cooling of the evening. To avoid being seen, 

Pauley used the back door in the kitchen, and as he passed through the 

living room to get upstairs to his bedroom, he saw the model on the


table.  The card said it was a present to him from his grandfather.


There sat on the table a four foot model of the Mars Lander, impressive


in its size and intricate detail.  Pauley swept it off the table and was up the 

stairs even before the model crashed to the tile floor. 


     "What the  - - ?” cried Scott as he leapt out of the chair and slipped 


on the glazed tiles as he raced into the house. Catching a glimpse of


Scrambles darting up the stairs, he swore at the cat for the damage. 


     "Well, I'm glad we did a better landing than this.”


     "Bill, I'm sorry about the model.  That stupid cat!” 


     "I'm only sorry Pauley didn't see it first, but it can be repaired, I’m sure.


     While the two men were gathering up the pieces, Karen Spriggs went to


check Pauley's room.  She found the boy sprawled across his bed, staring 


at the wall.  Knocking on the door frame, she let him know that his 

grandfather was here and come down to say hello.


     "No!" This without even turning his head. 


     "Pauley, I don't know what's the matter, but you will do as I ask. 


And now, or I'll haul you down by the collar of your shirt.” 


     The second "no" died on his lips when he saw the look on her face.
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So he slowly got up to drag his reluctant way down stairs to greet the 

enemy. 


     Dinner was promising to be an even more dreadful affair than the


greeting Pauley gave his grandfather, or rather his lack of greeting.  He 


had refused to even look up at the old man and although hostile, as an 

acknowledgement, Pauley could manage no more than a limp handsake 

and a scuff of his feet.  Soon after Scott had been called to work and he 

had come back two hours later in a foul mood.  Karen wasn't sure who 

was the more unpleasant, Pauley or Scott. 


     Apparently a pipeline had been cut by an incoming tug, and during the 

pumping from the barge to the shore tanks, no one had monitored the 

gauges.  Hundreds of gallons, nearly the entire load, of raw molasses had 

been pumped not into the tanks, but right out into the bay. That in itself 

was enough to give  Scott Spriggs apoplexy, but mad approached rage 

after spending an hour in the water trying to inspect the damage. It was 

worse than he had first thought, much worse because lights could not 

penetrate the gooey darkness.  Totally blind in the molasses polluted 

water, he had had to work by feel to locate and mark with an inflatable 

buoy the sliced section of pipe. He then spent half an hour scrubbing 

himself under the outside shower.  He thought more than likely that his hair 
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would eventually come clean, but seriously doubted if his diving gear 

would ever be the same.


     Scott certainly did not look forward to the following day, which meant 

going back into that stuff to unbolt, remove and replace twenty feet of 

three foot diameter stainless steel pipe. After three washings he still 

couldn't get the stink out of his regulator, and the taste of molasses on a 

rubber mouthpiece early in the morning was bound to gag him. 


     Karen would deal with her son at bedtime, but she felt helpless with the 

potentially explosive mix of her father and husband.  She knew Scott was 

in no mood to be patient with her father and his rambling re-runs of 

yesteryear.  Often in the past her father would fall into reminiscing even 

before dinner was over, and Scott, when he'd reached the saturation point, 

had occasionally gone from sarcastic to cruel. 


     Karen really dreaded this evening, and she thought how nice it


would be to crawl into Pauley's "secret" cave.  Somehow without being


aware of it, the table talk had gotten around to Mars.  She looked at her 

father and recognized the signs.  Inwardly she cringed for she knew Scott 

would recognize them too.  Both of them anticipated the: "Did I ever tell 

you - - ?”, and were ready with "I think so, but tell me anyway.” 


     Bill Bridges set down his fork; the white head leaned forward and he


began: "Did I ever tell you about the dome blowout?”
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     During the dangerously long pause, Karen thought, “Oh no” and


then, "bless you Scott for holding back the ‘lots of times’”.


     There was a grin, a wink, an abrupt snort of a laugh, and her father 

leaned back in his chair hard enough to lift the front legs and almost 

knocked himself over backwards.  Scott and Karen meanwhile looked at 

him in surprise and Pauley raised his head up from his plate for the first


time during dinner.


     "No, I'm not decaying towards senility -- not anymore!" His smile and


the twinkle in his eyes seem to confirm the words. Here was a man 


transformed.  He seem to shed off years.  "I was kind of breaking you in 

gently, otherwise the shock would be too much.”  He laughed again, and 

more years sloughed off as he did so.  “I know what I had become -- a 

fool, doddering before my years.  I felt useless because the mission 

washed out.  I made myself useless, and only I am to blame for that.  Well 

it took a long time, a darn long time, but I climbed out of that muck of 

depression and self pity.  And that's important; it's important because the 

mission, the quest, is more important than ever.  And who is best qualified 

to talk about it and promote it than the commander of the first, though 

most think the only, mission to Mars.  Why do I think it’s important? 

Because Mars once had a breathable atmosphere, it was warmer, and 

water flowed freely.  Now?  Now it is virtually as dry and barren as a 
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desert, and the planet is so cold that carbon dioxide freezes at the poles. 

What happened?  An environment much like earth disappeared, and we 

don’t know why, although there is a theory.  Earth has a substantial 

magnetoshere to protect it from the Sun’s solar wind.  Mars lacks that 

planet-wide magnetic field.  So the theory is that over billions of years the 

solar wind eroded the Mars atmosphere - - simply blew it away.”


     "Yes," he continued after a sip of wine, "it was pride, but it 


was also for room, space to expand that we went to Mars.  There is 


room here now, but certainly not much pride, and rightfully so I guess.


For heaven's sake look at us.  It’s harder today to feed what few we


have left than the billions that swarmed about the planet at the start of


the century.  Oh sure, the climate is changing, but we have great new


technology to meet that challenge for years to come; we no longer need 


‘breakthroughs' to survive short term.  But we need to think and plan long 

term.”


     Pauley now was sure his grandfather was the smartest man on earth.


     "I remember seeing, it was in Montana if I remember rightly, the fossils


of Parasauro-something-or-other embedded in a sandstone bank.  They


died off when the swamps they needed to live and forage in disappeared.  


Couldn't adapt, but Man, now Man is infinitely adaptable they say and we
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won't perish of a mere twist in the temperature.  And we are no longer 

about to incinerate ourselves into extinction either.  Nationalistic states are


gone -- just like those dinosaurs, but even the most dim surely can see our


drive is also gone.  Inappropriate or not, Mankind once had a centric


view of the Universe.  The shell of the Cosmos was measured from our


center.  All points were equidistant from Man, and as he changed 


space and knowledge, the geometry of the Universe itself was made to 

suit us.  We don't have that arrogance and the myopic sense of self


that goes with it anymore.  I'm old with little but memories, yet I feel I’m


not an anachronism; rather I feel that I am way ahead of everyone.


Are people afflicted with a sense of failure?  Why is schooling today so 

ludicrously out of phase -- why the heck are kids being trained and 

educated for the past instead of the future?  Why no thoughts, no 

suggestions or programs coming forward to get there again?  There is no 

inspiration; you merely hear one limp excuse after another as we all slowly 

fold into a fetal position.”


     After patting away the perspiration that had beaded on his brow,


Bill reached for the wine carafe and continued. "Do we simply lack


aggression, or is it a shift in magnetic orientation, or intensity?  Perhaps a 

variation in solar radiation we’ve not detected that affects us.  I don't 

know, but I do know that there is an immense storehouse of information 
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locked in the rocks of that red planet.  Although we may not find what we 

need, which I doubt, but counterintuitive as it seems, the effort to get to 

Mars a second time just may shake us out of this steep decline that the 

failure of the first mission apparently brought on.  Inertia is dragging us 

down into a quagmire of self pity and hopelessness.  The pall of world 

apathy is settling firmly over us and although not as dramatic as the once 

dreaded nuclear threat, this will bring us to an end just as surely.”


     Bill had run down.  Of his audience, two adults were astonished and 

one boy inspired in a confused sort of way.


     "Dad, for the first time since the expedition you are yourself or," she 

mumbled, "like you used to be. 


     When the old man had excused himself to go to bed due to 


'boat—lag', and a thoughtful Pauley had too gone upstairs, 


Scott Spriggs took their wine out onto the gallery to watch 


moon. The broad gallery faced due east, and during February the


moon appeared as if it rose from out of the sea.  A harvest moon was 

small and uninspired compared to tonight's magnificence.  It was like


a reversed sunset, a brilliant arch quickly expanded to a gaudy disk that 


seemed to drip red fire onto the waves of the dark sea. 


     "The change in Dad is as spectacular as the rising moon”, she 

whispered.  "No musty stories, no reminiscent babbling.  For some reason
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he's alive again.  He looks much younger, and thankfuly he makes


sense.  I don't know why, but I feel sort of revived, even inspired.”


     As they sat on the old bamboo couch side-by-side, they watched the 

feeding bats darting to and fro against a brilliant moon.  Hands sought 

hands and comfort and love was discovered with the soft intertwining of 

their fingers. 
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Chapter 4


     Pauley, lying in his bed, thought of that impossible world -- that ceased 

to be forever?  Through the sparkling darkness of closed eyes Pauley saw 

the phantoms of men move across wide landscapes in great machines like 

centipedes.  They faded and were gone as he drifted into sleep. 


      Poached eggs, bacon, coffee, muffins with marmalade and fresh 

papaya started the day.  It was a typical vacation brochure's "glorious 

morning" and so breakfast was eaten out on the front gallery.  Yellow 

breasted sugar birds flitted about, daring each other for the opportunity to 

dip their bills into the saucer of marmalade.  Scott was quickly off to a 

disagreeable task, while Karen somehow magically made the meal's 

remnants disappear in a heartbeat.  She saw the rapport that was 

obviously growing between her father and her young son and left them 

alone.


     "Pauley, it was as if we were the center; as if everything radiated out


from our ship.  We looked down upon an uninterrupted plain that stretched


away in all directions.  Our small piece of Mars was a shallow dish of a


world, a concave landscape of dusty radii running to the distant


mountains forming the ring of our horizon.  It was a boulder-flecked 

surface that really had very little to interest the eye, and what we then 
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thought of as a light breeze soon proved to be overwhelming.  Across 

those bleak empty miles, a monstrous pushing wind, rode over Mars - - as 

the wind hit us, there seemed to be nearly as much of the barren soil in the 

sky as on the ground, and a pinkish wind-tossed dusty sand constantly 

scoured that world. And us.  What we had touched down on was a 

passive, static field of boulders that served only to give a startling drama 

to the immense moving sky. Our geologist, who was to survey this 

southern area of the planet, called it the most desolate and forbidding 

landscape he had ever seen.  And one of the most challenging.”


     The wind had freshened and started to blow a sudden storm up the 

valley.  Pauley and his grandfather retreated inside to avoid the chilly rain 

and sat down by the damaged model.  The old man continued his 

description of Mars.


     “At the surface we found those winds raging and racing at more than 

160 kilometers per hour or 120 miles per hour.  But at the higher altitudes 

it was blowing up to 480 kilometers per hour or 300 miles per hour.  This 

was a massive Global Storm, which happens about every 3 Martian years 

or 5-1/2 Earth years.  The wind itself does little damage, because the 

atmosphere is so thin, but Mars’ low gravity lets more dust to be picked 

up and suspended.  The dust is very fine and gets into machinery parts.  

It’s also has a slight electrostatic charge and sticks to everything.  A Global 
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storm is planet wide and can last for months and that means 99% of the 

sunlight is blocked out.  This is what doomed us.”  But whatever the wind 

did to us, it also helped us.  The planet's surface exposed its past. The 

textures of Mars revealed to us the ancient valleys, lakes and flood plains 

gone long ago. The sedimentary deposits were memories of life briefly 

revived, merely ghost tracks of a once living world. It spoke to us of 

possible futures - - ours and those who would follow.”


     Bill Bridges looked down at a face full of intense concentration and 

wonder.  He dropped a hand on Pauley's shoulder and looked out at the


Caribbean sea.  The smile he'd had for the boy wore thin as the man from 

Mars dismissed the memories of machinery failing, solar panels covered in 

dust and a sun that was imperceivable. 


     "We were there for only a short time Pauley, but in-spite of ultimately


failing, we did find out two things.  First, that billions of years ago Mars 

had water and a substantial atmosphere and was capable of supporting 

life.  What it did not have and still doesn’t is a magnetosphere. The solar 

wind simply blew the atmosphere away.  Second, that Mars can again 

support life.  It won’t be easy, but it can be done.  Our effort appears pitiful 

and ill conceived in retrospect, but it had a purpose.  It showed that the 

red planet is one nasty place, worst than any place on earth, but with


blood, sweat, tears, brute force and more blood, it can be tamed.
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If we had only pushed ahead right then in the face of failure, it is quite 

conceivable that you, Pauley, would be living on Mars now, eating, 

sleeping, going to school, and not under domes like the defunct moon 

colony, but out in the open on the surface.


     At dinner that evening Pauley couldn't be held back.  All about Mars 

dominated the table conversation, yet the expert among them had little to


interject, clarify or correct any of the 'facts' being tossed about.  Between 

bites it was Mars this, Mars that. 


     "Dad did you know that Mars has almost the same length of day as we 


do, but it has six hundred eighty seven days in a year?  And if you're two 

hundred pounds here, you only weigh seventy five pounds there.”  Chomp!  

Chew, chew - -  “and that martian seasons are about six months long, the 

equator it gets as warm as it does…” 


     "Pauley, take a break for air," said his father.


     "Some good manners, too if you don't mind," prompted his mother.


     "True that temperatures reach to slightly above twenty, let’s see that 

would be seventy fahrenheit, but that's just the summer day time high


temperature.” said Bill.  “At sunset it would be down to about forty, but at


night it's nearly minus one hundred. Not quite like these islands, my 


boy.  As I see it, the temperature extremes present a major problem, just 

one of many facing us and any effort to colonize. Because of Mars’ 
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eliptical orbit and axial tilt, its seasonal variations are more pronounced, 

especially in the southern hemisphere.  During the winter at the north cap 

temperatures fall to one hundred below and rise up to freezing in the 

summer. In contrast, the south cap rarely gets above minus one hundred. 

Then there's the drinking, breathing and power problems.  We can extract 

water and oxygen from the underground permafrost and also from 


and rocks, but the atmosphere has a pressure of only a tenth of that


on earth. Now that in itself is one heck of a problem, but in conjunction


with those daily and seasonal temperature extremes the planet deals


with weather patterns you wouldn't believe. The winds there put 


any hurricane you've ever been through here as a mere breeze and yet 

without the destructive force.  As I said before, its the dust the winds carry 

that are the problem.”


     As Karen and Scott cleared the table, the two Mars enthusiasts moved


into the living room where Pauley looked at the broken model.


     "Can we fix it?”


     Together they sat down to sort the pieces. The talk was still about 


Mars as Karen came in with coffee for her father.


"Phobos means fear and Deimos panic - rather appropriate 


companions of Mars, the god of war, don't you think?  Interestingly 


it was after the two moons were described that they were actually
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discovered.  In 'Gulliver's Travels', the author, Jonathan Swift, had


astronomers in his story discover two satellites revolving around Mars. 


Their descriptions in the book resemble Phobos and Deimos, which were 

not detected until a hundred and fifty years later. 


     "I didn't realize that!" Scott had come into the room with a bottle of 

Saba Spice. "I thought the coffee could use a little zip.  You know Bill", he 

said while pouring the liquor, "I'm sure you'd be a great hit at Pauley's 

school.”


     "Yeah! Will you come?” 


     "And I would really like you to join me for our next Rotary meeting, but I 

warn you though, you'll have to be prepared to give a talk.  Perhaps I can 

persuade you to be our main speaker.” 


     "No, I don't think so. I really have to get back.” 


     Silence.


     "You see I've wasted so much time these last years, but I had to come


down to let you both know that I was no longer mouldering in memories, 

living and breathing that suffocating smell of decay.  I'm alive again, and I 

have so much work to do. I have to go back!”


     Karen saw the crestfallen looks all around and she broke 


silence. "Dad, we want you to stay with us a while. I was so happy you
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were coming to visit, because I was sure, with the way you'd been falling 

apart mentally and physically, that it would be the last time I would ever 

get to hug you again. I'm certainly not worried now. You'll have plenty of 

time, but dad don't you see that once you start we'll have to share you 

with endless agencies, and rarely will you get an opportunity for us.”  

Karen put up her hand to prevent her father from interrupting. "No, that's 

the way it will be!  I remember how it was before, and you do too.  So stay 

here with us just a little longer.”


     Bill Bridges glanced up to see the three staring at him with hope. "Hope 

is what we all need now," he thought.  A smile made his face sparkle 

almost as bright as the tears that quickly filled his eyes.  “I’ll stay awhile.  

But just a little while.”  His spirit was now totally rekindled.


     Pauley could see that his grandfather was ready and willing to face the 

world.  No, he was ready to change the world.  So he and the world better 

be ready, too.
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